Disaster Response
What is Home To Home™
Home To Home™ is an interactive platform created to help families, people, and pets
with the difficult task of transitioning their pets from one home to another. Often pets
are taken to shelters when keeping a pet is no longer possible, even when a pet
parent needs a temporary home for their pets. Home To Home™ believes that pets should avoid a stay in an
animal shelter and should instead be welcomed into loving homes.
Our organization works with shelters throughout North America to reduce owner surrender intake, decrease
shelter euthanasia, improve rehoming in their community, and provide a platform that helps shelters be more
engaged with their community.
How It Works
The Home To Home™ platform was built with rehoming, adoption, and fostering components wrapped in an
easy-to-use online administration system. Access to reporting, a database of registrants, and messaging
capabilities allow our system to be quickly implemented and used effectively to create positive outcomes that
include temporary fostering and adoption.
How We Can Help
Home To Home™ can be implemented in times of disaster or, more specifically, before a disaster. Having
locally affected shelters using the Home To Home™ platform provides a shelter with a tool that can aid in the
recovery and temporary fostering of disaster-affected animals.
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One or more shelters in the geographic proximity of a disaster-impacted area have implemented the
Home To Home™ platform.
A person within the community who wants to help pets in need visits www.home-home.org and
registers for a foster home profile.
Pet parents seeking a temporary home for their pets learn about the Home To Home™ platform and
register their pets as “in need of foster.”
The partner organization will receive and approve the pet postings.
Registered foster users will receive alerts when there are local pets in need.
The potential foster homes review the pets in need and message the owner directly and privately via
Home To Home™.
The pet parent and potential foster home agree on fostering details.
Home To Home™ provides an extensive questionnaire and foster agreement.

Our Reach
Home To Home™ continues to grow with shelter partners in 27 states and a province in Canada. We help
rehome and foster thousands of animals a month. Our partners include the Bissell Foundation, the ASPCA,
Fear Free, HAAS, Maddie’s Fund, and the Lazin Foundation.
Contact Us:
We would love to hear from you! Please reach out with feedback, questions, or schedule a free demo. You can
reach us at info@home-home.org

